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Introduction 
Osteocytes and their radiating cell processes 
are considered to be the mechanosensors of 
bone, encompassed by the lacuno-canalicular 
network (LCN), namely the osteocyte lacunae 
and their interconnecting canaliculi. It is 
believed that osteocytes sense mechanical 
loading either through matrix strain-induced 
deformation or through the fluid medium 
within the LCN [Fritton, 2009]. However, 
investigations of such mechanisms have been 
limited by both the inaccessibility and the 
nanoscopic dimensions of the LCN. The recent 
advance in high-resolution imaging to study 
bone microstructure, such as ptychographic CT 
[Dierolf, 2010], allows assessment of the LCN 
in 3D on a nanoscopic level [Schneider, 2011]. 
Therefore, the aim of the present study was to 
locally investigate fluid flow-induced bone 
mechanics by computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) modeling based on a realistic LCN 
representation obtained from experimental 
ptychographic CT data. 
 

Methods 
A portion of the LCN within a human femoral 
head (male, 38 y/o) was assessed in 3D at 44 
nm voxel size using ptychographic CT similar 
to our previous work [Dierolf, 2010]. 
Segmentation (Fig. 1A) and quantitative 
morphometry of the LCN [Chiapparini, 2012] 
showed that the canalicular diameter was about 
300 nm. The LCN was converted into a 
volumetric mesh, which was optimized for 
minimal skewness and best CFD modeling 
convergence using ANSYS 13 Workbench. 
Laminar, viscous, and incompressible flow 
was assumed for CFD modeling using ANSYS 
13 Workbench with Fluent as solver. Boundary 
conditions for the modeled canaliculus in Fig. 
1B were adapted from [Anderson, 2005] with a 
pressure gradient from 300 Pa (inlet) to 150 Pa 
(outlet). Wall shear stress, which is considered 
to be an important trigger for osteocyte 
response to mechanical loading [Fritton, 2009], 
was then retrieved. In addition, static pressure 
and velocity profiles were calculated to further 
quantify fluid flow-induced bone mechanics. 

Results 
Local peaks of pressure gradient, flow 
velocity, and wall shear stress were present at 
canalicular restrictions (Fig. 1B). Additional 
smoothing of the LCN model further increased 
the maximal velocity and shear stress at these 
narrow restrictions, but reduced mean shear 
stress at the same time (data not shown here). 
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Figure 1: (A) LCN of human bone with osteocyte 
lacunae (green) and canaliculi (grey). Data taken 
at 44 nm voxel size by ptychographic CT. (B) Shear 
stress within canaliculus from CFD modeling. 
 

Discussion 
Shear stresses for the present realistic model 
(Fig. 1B) were increased up to six times when 
compared with a similar simplified canaliculus 
model [Anderson, 2005]. This is in line with 
the prediction that canalicular shear stress in 
3D might be underpredicted up to eight times 
when retrieved from simplified models 
[Anderson, 2008]. Moreover, reduced mean 
shear stress for the artificially smoothed LCN 
model showed that the experimentally 
accessible canalicular surface roughness plays 
a crucial role for local bone mechanics. 
 

Conclusions 
The presented combination of 3D nanoscopic 
imaging and CFD demonstrated that the use of 
realistic 3D LCN representations is pivotal to 
ensure reliable modeling in future bone 
mechanobiology studies. 
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